Mechanisms of T-type calcium channel blockade by zonisamide.
We investigated the effects of zonisamide, a new antiepileptic drug, on voltage-dependent T-type calcium current (ICa) in cultured neuroblastoma cells of human origin (NB-I). Zonisamide reduced T-type ICa in a concentration-dependent manner without evoking any change in its inactivation kinetics or voltage dependence of action. The mean percent reduction was 38.3 +/- 5.8% at 50 microM. Further, zonisamide shifted the inactivation curve approximately 20 mV negative compared to the control. These resting blocking actions suggest that zonisamide shifts the channel population toward the inactivation state, allowing fewer channels to open during membrane depolarization. The blockade of T-type calcium channels by zonisamide could suppress an important component of inward current that underlies epileptiform cellular bursting, thereby inhibiting the spread of seizure activity.